Resource Updates

APC Faculty Awards

**Due September 1st**
- Visiting Scholar
- Faculty Fellowship (Spring)
- Multi-Term Grant Development
- Undergraduate Fall Internship

APC Student Awards

**Due September 1st**
- Graduate Fellowship (Spring)

*Electronic submissions can be sent to Sandi

**For more information about awards, please reference the handbook or email sthouven@kent.edu with questions.

NIH Deadlines

**Cycle III**
- R01 (new) - Due October 5
- R01 (resubs) - Due November 5
- R03/R21 (new) - Due October 16
- R03/R21 (resubs) - Due Nov. 16
- R15 (all) - October 25
- Postdocs may be interested in the Research Career Development Program (K series) - Due Oct. 12

Upward Bound

This year, the Department of Psychological Sciences participated in the TRIO Upward Bound Program.

Thanks to everyone who participated!

Facts for Funds

**eRA Commons IDs for students and postdocs**

When it comes to NIH-funded grants, remember to have any students (undergraduate, graduate, as well as postdocs) with measurable effort for at least one person month or more to register in the eRA Commons. Sandi can help with calculating person months, as well as initiate the ID registration.

Read more at Notice-13-097.

Application Compliance

Be mindful in following the standards for NIH applications. Non-compliance may result in NIH withdrawing an application during receipt, referral, or during review. Common mistakes:

- Applications containing one or more biosketches that do not conform to the new format — Sandi can help ensure that your proposal’s biosketches are uniform.
- Applications that do not conform to the page limit requirements, as well as margin formats.
- Applications submitted as new but contain elements of resubmission or renewals

Read more at Notice 15-095.

APC Copier

Just a reminder that Grants Accounting approved the use of the APC copier, which can track charged copies, on grants. Make sure you submit the Indirect Cost Exception Form with your proposal documents if you plan to use the APC Copier.

Copies tracked on the APC copier for both grants and faculty accounts will be charged at the end of each Fall, Spring, and Summer semester.

Sandi can make/reset the copy code.